
Fuel your 
Business with 
an All-in-One 
Solution

SOLUTION SHEET

Forget the complexity of multiple 
vendors. TNS’ Complete Commerce 
is a full-stack payment and network 
connectivity solution.

A Managed Service for Fuel  
and Convenience Retailers
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Indoor payment terminals 
Help your customers get what they need, quickly –  
using virtually any payment method. Use our  
fuel-tailored terminals or bring your own for a  
seamless payment solution.

Outdoor payment terminals 
Integrate durable pre-certified payment terminals into fuel 
dispensers for a custom retrofit design. And multimedia 
advertising makes the most of your forecourt real-estate.

Payment orchestration 
Securely accept a wide range of payment methods, 
and process them through our payment orchestration 
platform. Get global access to leading acquirers and 
integrations with payment providers. 

Network connectivity 
Keep your business connected with our PCI DSS-
certified, managed connectivity solution that ensures 
payment terminals, forecourt systems and POS 
equipment stay online.

Through TNS’ Complete Commerce solution, 
enterprises can accept any transaction with 
our terminals and online, connect point-of-sale 
terminals and fuel retail stores with our managed 
network service solutions, and orchestrate 
payment transactions via our cloud-native 
platform. You can be confident that the entire 
payment process is protected, wherever it starts 
and wherever you need it routed.

It’s an all-in-one solution that’s designed for your 
unique forecourt environment – and deploys 
quickly and integrates seamlessly.
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Easy management with a  
next-generation terminal solution

TNS manages the payment terminal (including 
acquirer encryption keys) and connectivity services 
for you. Android-based, affordable, zero-touch 
terminals make it simpler and faster to provide 
terminal updates and refreshes.

Increased revenue from multimedia advertising

Make the most of your forecourt real-estate.  
TNS terminals include multimedia advertising to help 
drive revenue and improve customer experience. 

Reduced complexity

Simplify your payments ecosystem by consolidating 
multiple vendors and reducing your hardware 
footprint. A single acquirer and telco-agnostic 
partner removes admin burden and reduces your 
total cost of ownership.

Features

•   Enhanced security 
Help your business secure sensitive data and maintain 
compliance with the latest security standards across 
payments and network connectivity, including: PCI DSS, PCI 
P2PE, PCI PIN certifications and use of PCI PTS v6.x devices. 

•    100% acquirer agnostic and smart routing 
Bring your own acquirer or use multiple acquirers – for 
cost optimization, convenience, and no disruption to your 
business or your customers. Smart routing enables you to 
send transactions to the acquirer of your choice, based on 
BIN, card type and amount.

•     Unified insights and reporting 
Improve visibility with the TNS Merchant portal provides 
a unified view and real-time reporting for deep business 
insights. And with the TNSOnline monitoring portal – you can 
get alerts, diagnostics and track the status of every device, 
network and POS transaction to quickly troubleshoot issues.

•  Managed connectivity for your device,  
forecourt and C-store 
TNS solutions reduce complexity across your entire fuel and 
convenience business. From protecting your POS terminals 
against outages to facilitating mission-critical payments, we 
have the solution that’s right for your fuel business.

Benefits

Accept Any Payment

Complete Commerce You Can Trust

More than 1,400 customers across 50 countries 
rely on TNS and its Complete Commerce 
infrastructure-as-a-service platform. With over 30 
years of experience, fuel and convenience retailers 
rely on TNS’ innovative, value-added services.

Talk to us about  
your custom solution

Your customer should be able to pay in the way that’s 
easiest for them. That’s why TNS payment terminals 
securely accept most payment methods – from traditional 
card schemes to alternative payment methods.

And many 
more


